Limitations of infertility treatment: psychological, social and cultural
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Having children is part of most people’s expectations of life. Failing to have them, or failing to have them when planned, causes emotional distress and a (sometimes painful) re-ordering of life’s priorities. This article reviews selected studies of the experience of infertility and its treatment and related advances in Western and some underdeveloped countries, and focuses on the psychological, social and cultural limitations identified. Stressful as infertility is for those in developed countries, it is generally acknowledged that it is worse, particularly for women, in many developing countries where limited treatment options are available and fewer opportunities for personal fulfilment outside the family exist. New reproductive technologies may have increased the chances of infertile men and women in developed countries having children, but they are not without limitations. In the context of stark differences in the availability of treatment and reproductive opportunities between the UK and sub-Saharan Africa, this paper highlights: the areas of common experience; the largely unacknowledged limitations of treatment failure and access to existing fertility treatment and its technological developments; and cultural expectations that place limitations on the possibilities for childless couples who are at the mercy of societal opinion and policy.

Infertility is a problem of global proportions that is predicted to increase considerably in the future as the prevalence of sexually transmitted diseases increases [1,2] and couples delay parenthood until past their fertile prime [2–4]. Nachtigall estimates that infertility affects 80 million people worldwide [2], with approximately one in six couples of reproductive age having problems conceiving a baby [5] or seeking medical advice in the UK [6]. In sub-Saharan Africa, up to a third of couples are infertile [7], and relatively few have access to such treatment as is available in private centers. Studies from a number of countries indicate that approximately 50% of infertile couples make use of infertility services including in vitro fertilization (IVF) and intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) [2,4]. Estimated rates of primary infertility vary widely between countries, ranging from less than 6% in China, Malawi, Tanzania and Zambia, 9% in the Philippines, less than 10% in Finland, Sweden and Canada and 18% in Switzerland [8,9]. Secondary infertility often goes unreported and rates are less reliable [10]. HIV/AIDS has been cited as an important factor affecting fertility in sub-Saharan Africa.

Wherever the geographical location, those who experience difficulty conceiving will have psychological, social and cultural privations, which have been examined in a large number of studies. This article will selectively review those works, highlighting the limitations on infertility treatment that the authors believe have resulted. The availability and treatment of infertility in the UK is contrasted with sub-Saharan Africa and the similarities imposed by legislation in two European countries are discussed. The UK’s advanced fertility services are inaccessible to many, and Italy’s restrictive legislation has placed limitations on infertile couples’ ability to safely access treatment. Attention is also drawn to the limitations of research on reproductive technologies, in particular pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) and stem cell research (SCR). We have not attempted to cover every aspect of fertility treatment, but to highlight those that have resulted from or imposed psychological, social and cultural limitations.

Infertility in the developing world: sub-Saharan Africa

Most adults take it for granted that they will have children at some time in their lives [11–13]. When pregnancy does not occur, the expectations of the women and men concerned and those of other society members are disturbed [14]. The social and family pressure on infertile couples in both developed and developing countries to reproduce is immense, but van Balen and Gerrits suggest that the negative consequences of childlessness in developing countries are much
stronger than in Western societies [15]. Where childlessness is stigmatized, it may lead to profound social suffering [2], exclusion and even death [7].

Daar and Merali estimate that, across sub-Saharan Africa, up to a third of couples are infertile [16] and Pilcher that male infertility in Africa accounts for up to 40% of childlessness [17]. Yet, discussion of male infertility is traditionally forbidden and women are generally blamed for the infertility in a society where they are dependent on children for economic survival [2]. Aboulghar reports that infertile women in Nigeria are despised or perceived as ‘evil beings’ and excluded from societal events, often leading to neglect or physical abuse [2,18]. In a qualitative study by Dyer and colleagues, women verbalized intense emotions when talking about their childlessness: ‘burning pain’, anger, deep sadness, bitterness, guilt, loneliness and desperation were feelings frequently described [19]. To add to the psychological upheaval caused by involuntary childlessness, a woman’s worth is largely defined by her fertility. Thus, many women engage in promiscuous behavior and risk contracting HIV in an attempt to have a child [2]. According to Favot and colleagues, women with fertility problems have a higher HIV prevalence, which justifies such women receiving more attention in the context of AIDS programs [20]. Unmet fertility expectations were also examined in a qualitative study in Malawi, which showed women seeking treatment and engaging in risky sexual behavior, including the traditional practice of becoming pregnant by a husband’s brother in order to meet the demand for high fertility rates [17].

According to Collins, out of the 191 member states of the WHO, only 48 provide IVF, covering 78% of the world’s population [21]. However, given that the typical cost of an IVF cycle in Africa is nearly 42-times the average monthly salary, the estimate is that only 5–10% of those who could actually benefit from treatment can afford to pay [7]. One African woman who was thrown out of her family home because of her inability to conceive a child realized there was a need for female counselling and education and, in 2000, set up a society to help childless women become financially independent and to fight prejudice through rural workshops on infertility [17]. Central to the delivery of effective infertility care is an understanding of the experiences and implications of involuntary childlessness and of the religious and cultural context in which these experiences occur [19]. Although infertile women in sub-Saharan Africa may lack access to services and alternatives to childlessness, some of their experiences are comparable with women in the west.

Infertility in the West

Although not so extreme, there is evidence that infertile women in developed countries also suffer stigma and report a hostile response from the public whether involuntarily [22,23] or voluntarily childless [24]. Mueller and Yoder found that those who did not conform to the ‘norm’ of two or three children, whether they had too many or too few, were stigmatized [25]. Most couples who have difficulties conceiving seek medical help [6] and usually undergo a protracted course of physically and emotionally demanding investigation and treatment, during which time they may or may not conceive. Since the birth of Louise Brown in the UK in 1978, the experience of infertility in developed countries has been partially mitigated by the ability of modern technology to treat infertility successfully. But there are three major limitations to the ‘available technology’: unexpected failure, inaccessibility and psychological and other effects.

Infertility treatment: expectations versus reality

Van der Steeg and colleagues have shown that only approximately 30% of those seeking medical assistance would have become pregnant within a year without receiving such help [26]. As IVF and ICSI yield only a 20–25% chance of a live birth per cycle, many will leave the IVF clinic childless [12] and having to make psychological adjustments to their feelings about their lives and relationships [11,27]. Yet, Leiblum and colleagues say that most have not considered ‘the possibility of IVF failure and its consequent impact on emotional, marital and sexual functioning’ [28], embarking on IVF programs with unrealistically optimistic expectations [29–32]. Although positioned as an ‘innocuous solution within narratives of hope and promise’ [33], IVF treatment in the West appears to have a significantly negative impact on lifestyle and cultural acceptance [11,34]; yet, infertility treatments are rarely spoken of as problematic for women who are subject to, or who can afford them:

“The possibility that the procedures themselves might contribute to the level of human misery endured by infertile women is silenced by their location in infertility discourse as a mere procedure, the ‘hero’ – the ‘miracle’ or ‘breakthrough’ that ‘relieves’ the suffering caused by infertility” [34].
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Media ‘hype’ creates an illusion that doctors can work ‘miracles’ and that assisted conception should ‘know no limits’ [33]. IVF clinics may inadvertently create a ‘false sense of security’, both raising patients’ hopes and setting no limits on the number of attempts for those who can afford it. This, combined with rising ages deemed acceptable for IVF, gives such treatment a ‘never enough’ quality, meaning that women do not know when to stop [12]. As ‘success’ is only measured in terms of live babies, many women are doomed to ‘fail’ despite their repeated attempts [35]. Most cultures place a high value on heterosexual couples bearing children and, consequently, may be less than supportive to those who ‘do not comply’ or cannot fulfil this expectation. Becker explored the connection between bodily distress and the social order ‘advocating social change to broaden cultural ideologies that impose a limited view on life possibilities’, which ‘results in social and emotional pain for those who cannot comply’ [34].

Many couples accessing infertility services lead professional and successful lives outside treatment and, ‘when pregnancy does not occur as expected, their ability to control this part of their lives is challenged’ [13]. In an ethnographic study, Allan reported that, ‘patients believed that infertility had brought chaos or disorder to their everyday lives and that they had lost control over a part of their lives in which they had previously assumed they had control’ [36]. Although women may wish to control their experiences of fertility, their expectations of choice and control are frequently an illusion [13], especially if they lack financial resources or have a child borne from a previous relationship.

**Barriers to accessing infertility services**

The apparent availability of assisted reproductive technology (ART) in the West may mask *de facto* limitations in access, with many couples finding themselves excluded or ‘limited’ by age, marital status, children from a previous relationship, geographical area or inability to pay [37]. Inequality in the provision of National Health Service (NHS)-funded fertility services within the UK may exacerbate the pain of childlessness [37]. It has been suggested that those who fund their own treatment – common in the UK, unlike parts of Europe, such as Israel and Scandinavia, where ‘complete and equitable access to treatment’ is standard [2] – may attempt to ‘push the boundaries’ that apply to IVF provision. Becker found similarities in the USA where, “…women and men anticipated a prompt solution to their childlessness and were unprepared for the lengthy and often complex series of medical procedures in which they gradually became immersed if they had the financial resources” [34]. Despite the obvious limitations that funding poses for infertility treatment, Collins and colleagues point out that few clinical studies of infertility include data on socioeconomic or educational status [38].

The regulation of ART from the late 1980s has imposed further limitations. The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA) in the UK regulates clinics providing IVF, determines the number of embryos that can be transferred and decides who can receive treatment and what types are available. Couples complying with the legislation have had to submit to the ‘welfare of the child clause’ and prove themselves ‘economically and socially viable’ to parent a child. Italy recently introduced restrictive legislation that allows only heterosexual couples of fertile age access to ART, disallows gametes or embryo cryopreservation and obliges the woman to have all fertilized eggs, normal or abnormal, replaced in the uterus [39]. The law has been criticized, both in and outside the country, because of its disregard for the interests (and rights) of women [40]. It places excessive limitations on access to ART, challenging freedom of choice and adding to the psychological upheaval of involuntary childlessness. It is reported that Italy’s restrictive legislation has forced couples to seek treatment abroad [41,42], increasing their own stress and undermining the viability of the remaining Italian centers. Spar dubbed the practice of seeking a child abroad that is genetically their own, ‘reproductive tourism’, arguing that: “Many desperate couples are at the forefront of a quiet but burgeoning market that stretches around the globe and already encompasses thousands of people. Soliciting for gametes, illegal surrogacy and even ‘buying’ babies is a realistic possibility” [42]. There is no doubt that the Italian legislation adds another dimension to the psychological limitations of infertility and its treatments.

**Psychological & other effects**

Many studies report that both men and women experience psychological effects from infertility, such as depression [18,43–45], although this may pre-date the infertility [46]. Surveyed regarding the psychological effects of IVF, couples often
describe infertility as the most upsetting experience of their lives [11]. This finding is reiterated by Domar and colleagues, who found that women with infertility are significantly more distressed than fertile women, and that the disruption of the expected life course leads many to experience grief and loss [14,45,47,48]. Chen and colleagues reported that depression and anxiety were ‘highly prevalent’ among women attending an ART clinic [49] and Souter and colleagues found that one in three such women are at risk [50]. Some studies report that infertile women suffer more psychologically than men [27,44,51–53], others that there is no difference [52,54], although there are variations within the group [55]. Many studies use standardized measures of psychological effects, such as the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Score (HADS), which are perhaps unlikely to detect subtle differences induced by the experience of infertility and may even limit expression of the specific problems represented by infertility and its treatment [56]. The Infertility Reaction Scale [57] is perhaps a more appropriate tool with which to gauge negative and positive reactions to infertility. Using the Fertility Problem Inventory to measure perceived infertility-related stress, Folkman and Lazarus revealed differences in the number and type of strategies employed by men and women to cope with their infertility [27,53,58–60]. Peterson and colleagues found that women experienced higher levels of distress during IVF than men and, as a result, used more self-coping strategies [53,61].

Where qualitative studies have been used, it has been reported that couples sometimes found it necessary to seek professional intervention to help heal the damage that had been done to their sex lives as a consequence of their infertility [54], or that they should have sought help, but did not [11,12]. Whereas Cox and colleagues found that previous exposure to IVF treatment does not negatively affect psychological wellbeing during pregnancy [62], Hjelmstedt and colleagues suggest that IVF mothers are more anxious about losing the pregnancy [63]. Colpin and Soenen found parenting abilities of those who conceived through IVF did not differ from a control group [60], but others have reported a negative effect [29]. Interestingly, those who become parents as a result of infertility treatment through adoption or surrogacy do not feel the same as biological parents who conceive naturally, and perceive themselves to be both ‘lesser’ or ‘other’ [64,65]. Thus, sociological evidence suggests that the ‘technological fix’ to infertility is not always the complete solution couples were seeking.

Other studies have examined the effects of infertility and its treatment on a couple’s quality of life (QoL) and relationship. QoL is usually measured by means of standardized instruments, such as EUROQOL [66] and SRF36 [67], which attempt to examine the effect of (ill) health or symptoms on various aspects of life – social, physical and mental. Using such means, some studies report that infertile women are less healthy or have a poorer QoL than those who have children [68] and others that there is no difference [30,69,70]. Clearly, multiple parenthood (which is an additional limitation of fertility treatment) complicates the measurement of QoL [71], yet it is rarely investigated.

Since the 1970s, twin birth rates have been increasing worldwide, mainly as a result of ART [72]. More than one in four IVF pregnancies result in multiple births [73] compared with one in 25 natural conceptions [201]. Not only are women’s bodies subjected to extreme drug regimes whose long-term effects are questionable [74], but they frequently agree to accept more than one embryo in the hope that it will increase their chances of conceiving [75]. Multiple birth is the single biggest risk to the health and welfare of children born as a result of IVF. As twin and higher-order pregnancies are more problematic [75,76] and children are more likely to be born ‘damaged’ [77], this choice seems likely to also take its toll on the families concerned. The available literature suggests that parenting twins or higher-order multiples may negatively affect the emotional wellbeing of the mother [73,78]. However, relatively few studies have examined long-term effects or compared parenting singletons and twins. In our opinion, the increased risk of multiple pregnancy from ART and long-term consequences place social limitations on couples who decide to have more than one embryo replaced.

Evidence regarding the effect of infertility on couples’ relationships is varied, with some studies reporting that infertile patients have marital and sexual problems that endure after the end of treatment [11,45,56], that there was a significant negative impact on their marriage [28], and others that there is no difference in the long term, especially if they develop alternative life goals to parenthood [31]. Several papers have discussed the long-term effects on sexual [28,79] and marital relationships [11,28,56,80], and Berg and Wilson
report that marital adjustment deteriorated after the third year of unsuccessful treatment [81]. Holter and colleagues [56] and Hammarberg and colleagues [30] found that, after treatment follow-up, those who conceived were less depressed and more positive about their relationship. Domar and colleagues reported that where infertile women participated in cognitive behavioral therapy, they experienced less psychological distress overall [45]. Those who moved on to consider adoption or donor insemination (DI) were more optimistic and appeared to resume normal marital relations when ‘founding a family’ by alternate means [82]. Clearly, some research instruments may be too crude to pick up the subtle differences in the relationships of those with and without children or the profound effect that parenthood can have on QoL.

**New reproductive technologies**

As long ago as the 1980s, feminist writers were complaining that infertile couples, and particularly women, were being treated as guinea pigs by the (sometimes well-intentioned) medical profession and drug companies who managed their treatment [83]. In our opinion, little has changed since then, except that the opportunities for exploitation have increased as new technologies offering ‘hope against the odds’ have become available in Western countries. More recent advances in reproductive technology have ethical as well as social and psychological limitations for new parents and their children [62].

Where it is enacted, legislation removing the anonymity of gamete donors has resulted in drastic shortages of gametes, sometimes forcing infertile couples to seek treatment abroad or search the internet where less rigorous safety standards exist [40]. The UK also forbids payment beyond ‘reasonable expenses’ for egg donors, resulting in delays, often of 1–2 years, for treatment. In some countries, there has been a proliferation of private organizations that put donors and recipients in contact for financial reward [84]. Even in the USA, where young egg donors are paid to donate either anonymously or ‘known’ to the recipient, the infertile may benefit only as a result of exploiting poorer women. In the USA, donor websites appear to be cash-driven, allowing recipients to choose their optimal donor from a list.

**Research linked to treatment**

Most clinics in Western countries operate in the context of ongoing research aimed at developing and improving diagnostic and therapeutic techniques to help childless couples achieve parenthood. Couples receiving infertility treatment, particularly IVF, may be asked to participate in various trials and studies that may further exacerbate emotional distress. Studies show that many couples participate in research because of a desire to help others or to give something back [12], but there is also evidence that they do not understand the terminology [85], are uncomfortable with concepts such as ‘randomization’ [86] and may feel pressured into giving consent. There is also evidence that infertile women may participate in research for its ‘therapeutic’ effect [87], supporting Greil’s theory that ART exacerbates emotional distress [44].

Research embedded in reproductive medicine has led to scientific advances in ART offering not only the chance of genetic inheritance (in cases of severe male-factor infertility), but eradication of certain genetic diseases and, more recently, the possibility of cures for debilitating conditions. Therefore, the boundaries of fertility treatments, in particular IVF, which offer hope for childless couples, have become inextricably linked with potentially ‘life-saving’ technologies derived from the procedure itself. The advances of SCR have become embedded in, and dependent upon, fertility practices [88], possibly adding to the psychological burden carried by couples and, in our view, requiring that limitations be placed on those responsible for recruiting couples to such research.

**Pre-implantation diagnosis**

Infertile couples, who are often characterized as ‘desperate’, are willing to endure extremely invasive treatment [74], such as IVF, ICSI and PGD, and take risks with their health that those conceiving naturally might not countenance. The recent development of more reliable techniques for examining embryos to determine sex-linked or genetic defects potentially offers prospective parents (who are known carriers of a genetically inherited disease) an increased chance of having ‘the child they desire’. PGD is a technique used to biopsy and analyze a single cell from an embryo created through IVF to select those unaffected by a mutation or chromosomal abnormality associated with serious illness [89]. While this procedure offers the potential for life without suffering, it also invites debate regarding the limitations and ethics of selecting certain embryos and discarding others [90].
More contentious has been the possible use of PGD for selecting the sex of a child in order to 'balance' a family [90] or 'replace' a deceased child. In the UK, the HFEA has published the findings of a wide-ranging review of sex-selection regulation and technology, including public opinion. Sex selection for social reasons was largely viewed unfavorably as it would not benefit families or society [91]. By contrast, sex selection remains legal for social reasons in the USA and certain parts of Europe. Yet, this 'advance' carries moral implications for the potential parents whose views about the embryos discarded during PGD have not been widely studied, although Parry has showed a difference in perceptions between parents and scientists [88].

**Stem cell research**

Couples undergoing IVF in the majority of the European member states are frequently asked to consider donating their unused (poor grade) or 'spare' embryos [92,93] for embryonic SCR (eSCR). Within the USA, eSCR has been slowed by political opposition and is limited to a small number of cell lines that qualify for federal funding. Such innovative health technologies, including therapeutic cloning, are thought to have the potential to diagnose, treat and possibly even prevent disease [94]. Much current debate focuses on whether other sources of stem cells, such as blood from the umbilical cord removed at birth, might obviate the need to destroy embryos [95,96]. However, the scientific consensus so far is that embryos remain the best research resource [92].

For the couples concerned, eSCR raises important ethical issues and anxieties regarding the direction of scientific and medical research [88]. Additional information and requirements to consent may add to the distress infertile couples face during the course of their IVF treatment and further reduce their sense of control [97]. An early study by Miller-Campbell and colleagues demonstrated that the more control women perceived they had over their infertility and treatment, the less depressed they were [98]. McMahon and colleagues reported that couples donating 'spare' embryos for eSCR were motivated by their desire to help infertile couples, and/or to advance scientific knowledge [99]. Nevertheless, several papers have highlighted embryos being viewed as 'a potential child' and couples perceiving a lack of control over the type of research to be carried out [88,99,100]. Researchers in Edinburgh (Scotland, UK) found that many did not have spare embryos to donate and what the scientists considered to be spare was intertwined with the suitability of an embryo for reproduction [88]. Stem cell lines may be derived from IVF treatment cycles that do not result in pregnancies, potentially adding to donors' distress. Thus, the request to donate precious embryos for eSCR may involve reflection on very personal feelings related to the pain of infertility, the struggle to conceive and the meaning invested in the embryos, which are viewed as potential and highly sought-after children [88,99].

**Oncology & ART in Western countries**

The improved long-term survival of young men and women treated for cancer has resulted in new techniques to preserve fertility. Where possible, men have had their sperm cryopreserved prior to treatment for later use [101]; however, poor results with freezing either ovarian tissue or eggs means that this is not usually an option for women [102]. Young women with cancer represent a group who not only have particular concerns regarding their future fertility and the possibility of a premature menopause [102], but the additional psychological upheaval of coming to terms with their own mortality. However, the risk of reseeding cancer by ovarian transplantation imposes a limitation on this promising treatment [101]. Similarly, although ICSI affords some infertile men – who might previously have been offered only donor sperm – the chance of their own genetic offspring, it has its limitations. There is still concern about the possible transmission of foreign genetic material, the use of immature germ cells and the association between genetic disorders, and some forms of male infertility [103].

**Conclusion**

This selective review serves as a reminder that infertility is a problem of global proportions. The literature suggests that psychological distress experienced as a result of infertility and/or its treatments is comparable between countries in the West and underdeveloped countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Although cultural views and expectations have certain similarities, the social exclusion and treatment of childless women in sub-Saharan Africa is certainly worse. In the West, reproductive research has resulted in technological advances that have improved women's chances of conception. They have also created a...
society with enhanced expectations and possibly result in an increasingly ‘willing but susceptible audience for overly optimistic practices’ [28]. We feel that fertility specialists may have pushed the boundaries of what was previously acceptable practice to limits that are potentially unacceptable. The clinical application of fertility treatment is a powerful tool, but professionals and researchers should ensure that the technology is used to enhance, rather than limit, individual freedom, welfare and choice in vulnerable infertile couples. What is needed now is thorough consideration of the cultural differences worldwide that undoubtedly impose a limited view on the possibilities for childless couples who, as individuals, appear to be at the mercy of societal opinion and policy.

**Executive summary**

- Infertility is a stressful life event with short- and long-term implications for the social relationships and psychological wellbeing of those affected.
- Few men and women receive help in coming to terms with remaining childless or finding alternative sources of self-esteem or satisfaction, the consequences of which are worse in developing countries.
- Many barriers – financial, physical and legislative – remain, preventing couples in various parts of the world from accessing effective treatments, such as in vitro fertilization and intracytoplasmic sperm injection.
- New advances in fertility research, such as pre-implantation genetic diagnosis and oocyte or ovarian tissue freezing, may have helped some of those suffering inheritable diseases or cancer to become parents. However, they may also have falsely raised the hopes of others, and added to any trauma experienced by those using assisted reproduction techniques.
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**Future perspective**

Research into infertility and potential cures for debilitating diseases seems likely to rely increasingly on technological developments. Techniques such as IVF and ICSI will be refined, producing greater success rates combined with fewer multiple pregnancies. However, it is unlikely that these advances will be available to all but the wealthy few in developed countries. Meanwhile, the use of frozen and discarded embryos to develop stem cell lines, with the potential for overcoming many debilitating and relentlessly progressive diseases, such as Parkinson’s and motor neurone disease, is likely to continue. In the UK and many parts of Western Europe, a generously funded public initiative looks set to be dependent on a ‘low priority’ fertility service. Inevitably, scientists will have to work more closely with regulatory authorities in the future and gain public acceptance for more controversial advances in science. Parthenogenesis, which literally means ‘virgin conception’ and which involves neither fertilization with sperm nor cloning, is one example. This ethically challenging research will result in ‘hybrid’ embryos, leaving scientists wide open to criticism from pro-life groups. Couples who may or may not have been successful and who have often self-funded their IVF treatment will continue to be asked to donate ‘spare’ embryos for such life-saving research. It is unlikely that funds will be available to help such couples adjust to infertility and cope with their loss, although the internet and voluntary groups may increasingly fill this void in the future.
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